TECHNOLOGY

ACCESS
By Patricia Cox

Immediate IF and Other
Useful Functions
Up to now in this column, most of the

The first argument is the condition

topics have addressed some of the basic,

you’re testing; the second argument is

in the last 30 days, the IIF function is:

foundational issues involved with using

the result you want to display or use if

30 Days: Sum(IIf([ShippedDate]>=Now()

Access. This month we’ll start to look at

the condition is true; and, yes, you

-29,[UnitPrice]*[Quantity]-[Discount],0)).

concepts for those who have a little

guessed it, the third argument is the

Note the name of the column and the

more experience with the program.

result you want to display or use if the

colon at the beginning. This names the

Please be sure to let me know what you

condition is false. You may have noticed

result. The function was created using

think by using the e-mail address at the

the IIF function in Access has the same

the Totals button on the Design ribbon,

end of the column.

three arguments as the IF function in

which allows you to do aggregate calcu-

Those of you who have used Excel for

Excel. One main difference in Access is

lations on the data. Parentheses are

a long time have no doubt encountered

that, instead of referencing cells, you ref-

needed for both the SUM and IIF func-

the need to put one result in a cell for

erence field names or calculations involv-

tions, and commas go between the

one situation and a different result for

ing field data.

arguments. These functions can get

another situation. In Excel, the IF func-

long, and every detail matters. Your
patience will be rewarded.

Access, this is accomplished using the

Aged Accounts
Receivable

immediate IF, or IIF, function.

One use of IIF is to divide invoices into 30,

Data Manipulation

tion comes in handy for this purpose. In

Functions are used to perform special-

60, and over 90 days amounts to start

Given the current state of the art in data-

ized work within Access. Each function

the process of creating an aged accounts

bases, you’d expect that data would

has a name and arguments, which are

receivable. Figure 1 shows the IIF function

always be stored in fields by the appropri-

the various elements that Access needs

in the Field line of the query design and

ate data type. When dealing with old

to have in order to automate the func-

the Total line now reading “Expression.”

structures, however, data sometimes may

tion for you. A function takes the

Once you have your invoices sorted by

be stored as text or an inappropriate

following form: NAME(argument1,

date, you can subtract payments in the

number type. Consider a situation where

argument2,…). If you’ve used functions

various ways they are applied in order to

you import a ZIP code field. Access may

in Excel, this structure should be familiar.

get aged receivables. To complete the

look at the value in the first record and

If not, it’s important to remember that it

entire process, you may want to create a

determine that it should be a number

is a matter of having a place for every-

macro that puts these invoice amounts

data type. Yet ZIP codes, as with social

thing and everything being in its place.

into a new table and then create update

security numbers, can have leading zeros.

queries to apply payments.

When they are imported, Access may

The IIF function has three arguments.
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Figure 1: Immediate IF Function

place them in a number field and strip

can set up a series of IIF functions to cre-

lying data remains unchanged, and you’ll

the leading zero. Once the data is import-

ate the same query fields (i.e., report

have to correct it every time you use that

ed, you can change the field type to text,

columns) each month and avoid prob-

data in a query or report.

but that doesn’t add a leading zero.

lems with the report because it will
include the column with zero values in

Complexity

with the LEN function to locate four-digit

the query to pass along to the report

As you continue working in Access,

ZIP codes within a text field and then an

even if there’s no value to crosstab yet.

what started out as a simple task may

The solution involves combining IIF

grow to require a variety of strategies. In

ampersand (&) to concatenate the leading zero to the front of that field. The

Reports

this column, we used the immediate IF

LEN function calculates the length of a

The IIF function is also useful in reports.

function (IIF) to help create aged

field or data that you want to use. Its

For example, there may be a label that

accounts receivable using a process that

only argument is the name of the field

you want to display sometimes but keep

could ultimately be organized in a

or data that you want to find the length

blank other times. You can use the IIF

macro. We also combined the IIF func-

of. Combining these elements, we use:

function to set up the condition for

tion, the LEN function, and text concate-

ZIPCode: IIf(Len([ZIPCode])=4,”0” & [ZIP-

when the label displays or not. The IIF

nation to get ZIP codes ready to be used

Code],[ZIPCode]). In other words, if the

function is placed in a text box, which

for mailing addresses. Next month we

length of the ZIPCode field is 4, then

can be added from the Design ribbon

will look at additional functions that

add a 0 to the front. Otherwise, return

while in the report’s design view. You

manipulate date challenges, including

the value already in that field.

could also concatenate the ZIP code zero

the LEFT, RIGHT, and MID functions.

directly in the report. You’ll find that as

Fix Crosstab Challenges

you work in Access you can correct cer-

Patricia Cox has taught Excel and Access

When you create a crosstab query and

tain problems in more than one place,

to management accounting students at

want to use it for a report, there may be

such as in the data, in a query, or in a

Alverno College in Milwaukee, Wisc.,

times when some columns don’t have

report. The main thing to consider when

and has consulted with local area busi-

data—for example, if it’s still early in the

designing your solution is whether or not

nesses to create database reporting sys-

year and not all the categories have data

you will use the solution over and over

tems since 1998. She is also a member

yet. Initially, you can create the crosstab.

again. If so, making corrections directly

of IMA’s Greater Milwaukee Chapter.

If there are then some columns you don’t

to the data may be the best choice since

To send Patricia a question to address

want to include, or if some columns are

it only needs to be done once. If you

in the Access column, e-mail her at

missing in some months for a report, you

correct it in a query or report, the under-
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